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About This Game

Create a mortal race to worship you and grow your strength. Guide them in their daily lives and help them grow. The power you
collect will grow your mind and body. Dabble in the affairs of other gods or seek to destroy them and steal their power.

The Aether: Life as a God is a 60,000 word interactive fantasy novel by A. Reddwolf, where your choices control the story. It's
entirely text-based—without graphics or sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.
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 Create a custom mortal race.

 Engage in mortal affairs.

 Travel the Aether and steal power from lesser beings.

 Dabble in political affairs at The Court of Gods.

 Battle other gods in epic one one one conflicts.

 Complete unique quests and events with impactful outcomes.
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This one's NotCharity for the developers. Buy it.

Happy for not letting them starve and rot in the Thames river.. Pretty good escape room game. 8\/10 . Looks good, not too
buggy. Good Job. After 34hs gameplay I would recommend this game.

Usually I don't tend to write any reviews; but given all the bad reviews, that have been given for this game, lead me to write a
review, to give potential new players a more diverse information, that they could build their decision on.

Overall the baseline of this game is good, but there really is a lot of room for improvement (bugfixing, ingame depth,
hardmode) and additional features.

Some thoughts

 Campaign was OK, diversified goals and not too easy to handle

 Free game is easy if you expect any hardcore management simulation and know how it's done

 Graphics / modeling of maps and characters were brought into more modern appeal

 Less pizza equals more money - unfortunately building pizza with fewer ingredients is the road to success. Given all the
possibilities, the pizza creator is offering, it's a little saddening, that creativity is leading to major delivery problems for
ingredients

 Minor bugs, doesn't make the game unplayable

 Music is GOLD

What's new:
- Opinions of customers inside the pizza creator - why not go down the road and add some sort of virtual internet
reviews, that you have to deal with, including♥♥♥♥♥♥storms (of your competitors)?
- Pizza Wagon: Nice idea, would be great to actually have more than one and be able to move the wagon around the city
more freely
- Restaurant building: different layouts possible; positioning of items really easy

Recommended buy for everyone, who likes creating pizza and doesn't necessarily need some hardcore management
simulation but seeks some light to medium entertainment.. I'm upset that I paid $0.59 for this and it's as satisfying as it is. I
have lots of junk that I paid the same price for, and I knew I was in for a "good" time, but this actually is a more than worth it
good time.
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 In EA phases now, but it has fantastic potential as a game that you can sit down, play, and enjoy. It really captures the arcade
style well, and I feel like it can only get better. It has flaws and currently lacks content behind it, but there's still a lot of room
for this to grow and I look forward to seeing it.

Well played.. actual garbage. you can't even do what you are supposed to do... shoot ppl. the recoil gives me seizures and the
graphics (although they are nice) are complete trash (they keep glitching). controls are alright, but still pretty bad. Been playing
this game for years. A little buggy between map transitions and not enough handouts for players (pay to play). If you don't want
to pay (which is also a risk), then I would recommend grinding a lot. Besides all of that, it's a great mmorpg, particularly for
those who are fans of the previous single player games, shows and movies,. 1st episode must be played to fully enjoy this one.
If you liked the 1st one, you will like this one. If you didn't...
6/10.. I really liked this game despite graphics and glitches. It is very fun to rob random places and stuff huge TVs into my
pocket! There is also a glitch I found that I would like to point out. In the mansion and/or yacht levels, sometimes my AK-47
turns invisible. Other than that I would really reccommend this game to anyone no matter what PC they have, thanks to the wide
variety of graphics setting choices in the start menu. I really want to see new levels and probably more game mechanics in the
future, for example having the ability to punch and fight security guards and if other cops found a body they would be more
alerted, something like that. I'm not demanding all this now but in the future this game should hopefully develop.. Not really that
enjoyble to play. Story not that intersting, jokes are not funny ( some are), character personally\/development can be bland.
Only play it if you really majorly into the game serise but overall skip it if you can. I found the The Sleeping Dragon to be better
then this game.
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i think i just bought the wrong app. all i wanted to do was make a simple logo. to hard to use maybe great but for 40$ on sale i
couldnt even make a canvas background black. f'd around for 15-20 mins asked for a refund.. It was a tad buggy. But it was fun
as hell. I love to support new developers so it was well worth the 5$.

Some annoyances and unclear strategies were had, not sure if we won because we gamed the system or not but hey, that is what
fun is.

I would love to see more levels or expansion options and polishing up and this game will be a solid.. Definitely worth playing - I
finished the campaign (both the peaceful and military missions) on Hard in 50 hours total game time - much longer than I was
anticipating. However I have played Caesar III, Zeus/Poseidon, Pharaoh/Cleopatra, Emperor and Lethis: Path of Progress
games, so this more modern game was very simplistic and straightforward. The awkward realtime AI is an issue at times with
fire fighting and controlling your military and distributing your food evenly, and the game is dumb once you have a set housing
block arranged, but I enjoyed every minute as each mission is more difficult than the previous.. i downloaded this for my 3yr
old son. but since have never played it becuse its not setup for the steam controller.. Great game crowds of zombies and
satisfying arsenal. Main issue is that it has the lack of optimizations, bug when getting stuck on certain secret stash or corners,
crashes when I get the eye of death, and better resolutions.. I love Ezio, I love AC!
. A short yet fun experience. More of an animated VR movie than anything like a game, though.
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